Vulnerability of neural networks under adversarial attacks has raised serious concerns and extensive research. Recent studies suggested that model robustness relies on the use of robust features, i.e., features with strong correlation with labels, and that data dimensionality and distribution affect the learning of robust features. On the other hand, experiments showed that human vision, which is robust against adversarial attacks, is invariant to natural input transformations. Drawing on these findings, this paper investigates whether constraints on transformation invariance, including image cropping, rotation, and zooming, will force image classifiers to learn and use robust features and in turn acquire better robustness. Experiments on MNIST and CIFAR10 show that transformation invariance alone has limited effect. Nonetheless, models adversarially trained on cropping-invariant attacks, in particular, can (1) extract more robust features, (2) have significantly better robustness than the state-of-the-art models from adversarial training, and (3) require less training data.
I. INTRODUCTION
While deep neural networks achieved near-human performance on various machine perception tasks, it is found that these models can be very sensitive to small but carefully designed input perturbations [1] - [3] , thus allowing the attackers to fool a machine in targeted ways by reverse engineering the inputs. Recent studies have demonstrated potential risks in applying neural networks for classification [4] - [7] , detection and segmentation [8] , [9] , image retrieval [10] , and reinforcement learning [11] , [12] . Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that these attacks are successful under real-world settings [13] - [16] , posing much threat to safetycritical applications.
The vulnerability of neural networks under adversarial attacks has led to rapid development of theories and algorithms for attack and defense mechanisms. However, most existing defense mechanisms are later shown to be vulnerable to stronger attacks [16] , [17] . It is further revealed in Tsipras et al. [18] that there exists an intrinsic tradeoff between model robustness and standard accuracy, which may explain the limited robustness currently achieved, e.g., on CIFAR10 [18] and ImageNet [19] .
Nonetheless, Tsipras et al. also suggested that model robustness relies on the use of robust features, i.e., the ones with strong correlation with labels; and that training driven by standard accuracy tends to bias the model towards nonrobust features. Further, [20] revealed the dependency of model robustness on input dimensionality given a fixed data size, suggesting that improvements in robustness could be achieved through dimension-reducing transformations of the Fig. 1 . Comparison between different training methods: (a) Vanilla, (b) transformation-invariant: constraining the classifier with transformations of inputs, by assuming that transformations preserve labels, (c) adversarial training: constraining the classifier with -balls around data points, by assuming that labels are preserved within these balls; (d) proposed: constraining the classifier with both transformations and the transformed -balls. input space. This result is consistent with the more recent finding that transformations of input distributions (e.g., image saturation and edge detector) cause a significant change in model robustness within the transformed distributions [21] . Collectively, these studies suggested that avoiding the use of non-robust features in decision making may lead to improved model robustness, without sacrificing standard accuracy. On the other hand, experiments have shown that human vision, which is robust to adversaries, is invariant to mild natural input transformations [22] . Drawing on these findings, it is reasonable to question whether constraints on transformation invariance may force image classifiers to learn and rely on robust features only and, in turn, acquire better robustness. This paper is thus motivated to investigate the effectiveness of a specific set of transformations, including cropping, rotation, and zooming, on model robustness. Our investigation is based on an image classifier that passes an ensemble of transformations of the input through shared copies of a network, before aggregating network outputs for decision making ( Fig. 2a ). We hypothesize that the transformations under investigation are content preserving, i.e., the transformed images can still be correctly classified by human beings, and incorporate this hypothesis in adversarial training, where transformation-invariant adversaries are sought for during the attack phases. A comparison between the proposed method and the standard adversarial training is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Experiments on MNIST [23] and CIFAR10 [24] lead to the following key findings: 1) Imposing transformation invariance on clean or adversarial training does not improve model robustness; 2) Adversarial training using transformation-invariant at-arXiv:1901.11188v1 [cs.CV] 31 Jan 2019 tacks significantly improves the empirical model robustness from the state of the art (Madry's model [25] ): 93.2% to 97.2% for MNIST, and 47.3% to 54.4% for CIFAR10, both on l ∞ attacks with attack bounds = 0.3 and = 8/255, respectively.
3) The proposed learning architecture and training method significantly improve learning efficiency from the state of the art. 4) The proposed method is more effective at learning robust features.
A. Preliminaries a) Adversarial attacks: Given (x, y) ∈ D as an imagelabel pair from dataset D, a classifier with parameters θ, f (·, θ) : R d → [0, 1] k , that maps images to softmax outputs, and a loss function L(·, ·) : [0, 1] k × [0, 1] k → R, an untargeted attack can be formulated as the problem of finding x adv = argmax x∈N (x) L(y, f (x, θ)), where N (x) is a l p ball around x with radius . Attacks with p = ∞ [1], [13] , [25] , [26] , p = 2 [5] , [27] , p = 1 [28] , and p = 0 [29] have been proposed. In this paper we focus on l ∞ attack, which is the most widely studied case. Common l ∞ attacks include Fast Gradient Method (FGM), Basic Iterative Method (BIM) [1] , and Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [25] . b) Defense mechanisms: One way to defend adversarial attacks is to suppress the adversarial perturbation of the input. Examples include feature squeezing [30] , JPEG compression [31] , denoising autoencoder [32] and its variants [33] . Another way is to hide useful gradient information from the attacker. Examples include thermometer encoding [34] , defense distillation [35] , and random input transformation [36] . However, purposefully or not, many existing defense methods are based on gradient obfuscation [17] . As a result, these models are shown to be either vulnerable to black-box attacks [37] , [38] or easily defeated in white-box settings through tailored attacks [17] .
Adversarial training through robust optimization remains one of the few defense mechanisms that do not suffer gradient obfuscation, and so far achieves the best empirical robustness under l ∞ attacks. Adversarial training can be formulated as the following min-max problem:
Eq. (1) is hard to solve due to the nonconcavity of the inner (attack) problem and the limited capacity of f . A common practice is to iteratively find adversaries and train the network on these adversaries [13] , [25] . The state-of-theart approaches use PGD attack during the attack phases due to its effectiveness.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed learning architecture passes an ensemble of transformations of an input through copies of a shared network, before aggregating the network outputs. Below we introduce details on the architecture and its implementation. a) Decision making: Let the shared network be f (·, θ), and the set of input transformations be T . The probabilistic prediction of an input x follows:
b) Aggregated loss: The aggregated loss for data (x, y) is defined as:
For classification tasks, L(·, ·) is the cross-entropy. It should be noted that an alternative loss is L(y, y pred ). We use Eq. (3) to avoid numerical issues in computing the log of sum of exponential terms. Our experiments showed that model robustness is not sensitive to the choice between these two loss definitions. For standard training, we solve
c) Adversarial training under robust attacks: We use robust untargeted PGD attacks for training, which follows the following min-max problem:
The inner problem in Eq. (4) is an attack robust against all transformations, and is similar to the Expectation of Transformation (EoT) method [15] , [17] . However, to our best knowledge, EoT has not yet been incorporated into adversarial training. We solve Eq. (4) using PGD attacks. The attack parameters are summarized in Tab. I, where a and t denote the step size and number of gradient descent steps in one attack, respectively. [25] . e) Transformations: The input transformations we tested in this paper include cropping, rotation, and zooming. For cropping, we drop out connections from the cropped pixels to the next layer. For rotation, we use the built-in rotation function from TensorFlow. For zooming, we first apply cropping and then rescale the image back to the original size through bilinear interpolation.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Evaluation of Empirical Network Robustness a) White-box robustness: The white-box robustness of our model is compared with Madry's approach on MNIST and CIFAR10 under FGM, BIM, PGD, and C&W [27] attacks. For fair comparison, the attack parameters for test also follows [25] . For all attacks, we choose = 0.3 for MNIST and = 8/255 for CIFAR10, respectively. PGD and BIM attack parameters follow Tab.I. For C&W attack, we use learning rate 0.2, and 40 steps. For our model, we use 9 crops and a cropping size of 20 for MNIST, and 8 crops and a cropping size of 28 for CIFAR10. The locations of the crops are shown in Fig. 2b . The number of crops in the case of CIFAR10 is limited by the fact that we only have 8 GPUs in parallel, each of which handles one copy of the shared network.
We compared our model with Madry's on standard and adversarial training. The white-box robustness for these models are summarized in Tab.II, together with accuracy on clean test data. With transformation-invariant adversarial training, our model is able to achieve comparable or higher accuracy than the baseline both with and without adversarial training. More importantly, our model is able to achieve significantly higher robustness under all tested attacks. In particular, the proposed method improves white-box PGD robustness from 93.2% to 95.7% on MNIST, and from 47.3% to 54.4% on CIFAR10.
In addition, we compare the white-box robustness of our model with Madry's under PGD attacks beyond the attack bounds used during adversarial training. For MNIST, we test ∈ [0, 1] where = 1 represents the maximal l ∞ attack strength. For CIFAR10, we test ∈ [0, 35/255]. The comparisons are shown in Fig. 3 . The proposed method exhibits consistently higher robustness under all attack bounds. 
b) Sensitivity of hyper-parameters on white-box robustness:
We study the influence of the number of input crops and the crop size on model robustness using MNIST: For the former, we fix the cropping size to 20 and vary the number of crops from 1 to 64. The locations of crops are shown in Fig. 2b . For the latter, we fix the number of crops to 9 and vary the size of the crops from 12 to 24. Both training and test use = 0.3. The white-box PGD accuracy of these models are summarized in Tab. III. Increasing the number of crops helps to improve both clean and adversarial accuracy, with diminishing effect. On the other hand, a sweet spot exists for the crop size: Larger cropping sizes tend to improve clean test accuracy, yet inevitably lead to reduced number of crops and robustness, while making the size too small will reduce the clean test accuracy significantly, which upper bounds the robustness. For the remaining experiments, we use 9 crops each with size 20 for MNIST and 8 crops with size 28 for CIFAR10.
c) Effect of transformation ensemble on model robustness: To better understand the effect of transformation ensemble on model robustness, we further conduct an ablation study where we remove the ensemble effect during training and test phases separately and monitor how the robustness changes in each of the cases. No ensemble in the test phase: Here we train the model as proposed, and test the white box robustness of each individual network copies in the ensemble. The copies are only different in their input transformation layers. The robustness of individual copies range from 88.7% to 95.3% on MNIST, and 52.6% to 54.1% on CIFAR10 (Fig.4) . These values are lower than the robustness with ensemble (95.7% and 54.4%), suggesting that ensemble is effective during test. No ensemble in the training phase: We now investigate the effect of the ensemble in adversarial training on model robustness. Specifically, we remove the influence of ensemble on the generation of adversaries, in which case the training becomes standard adversarial training with training data replaced by their cropped copies. When using nine cropping windows, this leads to a 9-fold data augmentation. During adversarial training, this experiment setting results in adversaries that are not necessarily transformation invariant. In the test phase, we perform the same ensemble operation as in Eq. (2). On MNIST, these settings lead to a model robustness of 93.4% and clean test accuracy of 98.7%, which is comparable to Madry's and worse than the proposed.
This experiment reveals the critical role of transformationinvariant attacks in improving robustness from standard adversarial training. We conjecture that when the model is attacked by individual transformations, the resulting adversaries may lead to contradictory gradient directions for model refinement, i.e., refining the model with respect to attacks for one particular transformation may not help (or even worsen) the robustness under other transformations.
d) Effect of rotation and zooming: Investigation on the effect of input rotation and zooming leads to mixed results (Tab.IV): On MNIST, rotation yields more robust models while zooming does not; on CIFAR10, model robustness improves with mild rotation angles (maximum 4 degrees); yet larger angles (maximum 30 degrees) and zooming show limited effects. It is worth noting that combining different transformations may lead to extra improvement in robustness. Specifically, we tested the combination of two models on MNIST, trained separately with cropping (cropping size of 20, 9 crops) and rotation (4 orientations). The model reaches 97.2% white-box robustness, while the individual models have 95.7% with cropping and 95.5% with rotation. Challenge with rotation and zooming on CIFAR10: It is interesting to note that rotation augmentation on CIFAR10 only works well under small rotation angles. The robustness and standard accuracy will be reduced to 48.1% and 78.9% if we increase the maximum rotation angle from 4 degrees to 30 degrees. We conjecture that this is because larger rotation leads to an increased number of robust features for CIFAR10 (e.g., the same image patterns of different angles). With the fixed network capacity, this may lead to unsuccessful learning. Such phenomenon, however, does not have significant influence on the robust features on MNIST (which are strokes of different orientations, see Fig. 8 ), and thus allows a network with fixed capacity to perform relatively equally across cropping, rotation, and zooming. We thus believe that increasing the network capacity or building in rotation invariance may help improving the robustness and accuracy at a larger rotation angles, but this investigation will be left as future work due to the resultant high training costs.
Convergence issue with saturation: A recent study discovered the sensitivity of model robustness to input distribution [21] . Inspired by this discovery, we tested the effect of saturation on model robustness in the original input space. However, our current implementation of robust adversarial training with image saturation suffers from explosion of the adversarial gradient, which is intrinsic to the transformation.
A smooth approximation of the saturation operation needs to be introduced before a proper evaluation of its effect on model robustness can be performed. e) Learning efficiency: We train the proposed and Madry's models with increasing training data sizes and compare model robustness and accuracy along the data size. PGD attacks with parameters from Tab.I are applied. Results are shown in Tab.V. Our models consistently require less training data for the same robustness or accuracy levels. Considering that cropping is a dimension-reducing transformation, the result here is consistent with the analysis from [20] that the sample complexity (i.e., the data size) for reaching a certain level of model robustness is related to the input dimensionality.
f) Gradient obfuscation: On the last analysis on whitebox attacks, we show that our model does not utilize gradient obfuscation. As discussed in [17] , models with gradient obfuscation, i.e., gradient masking, shattering, and explosion or vanishing, can be attacked by tailored attacks. Our model does not create shattering since it has no randomness; it also does not create gradient explosion or vanishing since it does not contain long recurrence. Two pieces of evidence show that our model does not create gradient masking: First, the black-box accuracy of our model is higher than its white-box accuracy; second, from the loss landscapes around random test points shown in Fig. 5 , the gradient directions, in comparison with random orthogonal directions, are informative and smooth. Therefore, the reported robustness improvements are reliable. 
B. The influence of input cropping-invariant attacks on the learning of robust features
From the experiments we observe that cropping is effective as an input transformation at improving model robustness. In the following, we provide preliminary explanations to this finding through two toy cases inspired by [18] : 1) We use a Gaussian data model to show that using cropped inputs for adversarial training leads to a higher probability of both dropping non-robust features and learning robust ones; 2) we then conduct a binary classification task on digits "5" and "7" from MNIST, and empirically show that incorporating cropping leads to more successful learning of robust features.
a) Preliminary analysis of the proposed method: A binary classification task: Consider a data model consisting of input-label pairs (x, y) sampled from a distribution G:
where N (µ, σ 2 ) is a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , and η i ∈ [0, 1] represents the correlation between x i (the ith element of x) and y. We consider a linear classifier with parameters w, f (x) := sign(w T x). With regularization, adversarial training solves:
From [18] , the solution to Eq. (6) follows a simple rule: With a finite dataset D drawn from G, if |E D [yx i ]| ≥ , w i is assigned a non-zero weight, or otherwise w i is zero. See Fig. 6a for an example. When D is infinite, we derived the true robust features R := {x i |η i ≥ }. Without loss of generality, we will consider η 1 = 1 and η 2 = η 3 = ... = η d+1 = η < in the following analysis.
Robust features under the proposed model: We consider a simple aggregation over transformations T := {T k } K k=1 , which leads to the classifier f (x) := sign(θ T z), where z := (1/K) K k=1 T k (x), and T k (x) is the kth transformed feature. Let z i be the ith element of z. With input cropping, we have z i = (1/K) j∈Ni x j , where N i is a set of image pixels for the ith aggregated feature. For simplicity, we assume that N i = {i, i+1, ..., i+K} for i = 1, ..., d+1−K. This makes N 1 the only set that contains x 1 (the robust feature). We have the following distribution in the aggregated feature space:
where ρ = y(1+(T −1)η)
K
. When ρ ≥ , and under infinite data size, adversarial training leads to θ 1 = 1 and all other weights as 0s. Thus z 1 is the robust (aggregated) feature.
Distribution of sample means: Denote the sample means of the correlations asη i for x i , andγ i for z i . Under a finite data size N ,η i andγ i follow the following distributionŝ
Effectiveness of dropping non-robust features: The probabilities of correctly dropping a non-robust feature are Φ(( − η)N ) and Φ(( − η)N K) before and after applying the transformation, respectively, where Φ is the cumulative distribution function for N (0, 1). Since − η > 0 for nonrobust features and the number of transformations K > 1, the transformation improves the effectiveness of dropping non-robust features.
Effectiveness of learning robust features: The probabilities of correctly learning the robust feature are p(η 1 > ) = 1 − Φ(( − 1)N ) and p(γ 1 > ) = 1 − Φ(( − ρ)N K) before and after applying the transformation, respectively. We can derive from here that p(η 1 > ) < p(γ 1 > ) iff
where h(ρ) = 2 (K − 1) + (ρ 2 K − 1) − 2 (ρK − 1) is a quadratic function of ρ. Given K, , and ρ, Eq. (9) sets a condition on N for which a model that incorporates transformation will have a higher probability of correctly extracting the robust feature. Specifically, we can derive the following conclusions: (1) When ρ is close to 1, p(η 1 > ) < p(γ 1 > ) for any N > 0. We can show in particular that when ρ = 1, 
This preliminary analysis shows that the probability for learning an aggregated feature with high correlation (e.g., a set of neighbouring pixels that are unique to one class)
is higher than that for learning an individual feature with equally high correlation (with the label). On the other hand, for aggregated features that are moderately correlated with the label (e.g., a pixel unique to a class surrounded by noises), there is an upper bound on the data size for which incorporating transformation in adversarial training will gain an advantage. b) Empirical examination: Here we formulate a binary classification problem using digits "5" and "7" from MNIST. We use a cropping size of 26 and a model that aggregates 9 cropped inputs. Correlation values for all features with and without cropping are computed (Fig. 6a ). With = 0.2 and all training data (10k in total), the robust features are identified for a linear model defined on the original images and a separate linear model defined on the features aggregated from cropped images. The resultant categorization of robust and non-robust features is considered as the ground truth.
We then perform the same computation on random batches of the data (400 for each), mimicking adversarial training under small dataset. For each batch, the learned robust features are recorded. By combining results from 200 random batches, we compute the percentage of batches that each feature is being correctly classified as robust or non-robust. A comparison is shown in Fig. 6b . The model with input cropping achieves higher success rate at learning robust features and dropping non-robust ones: Without cropping, there are 16 robust features not always regarded as robust, and 32 non-robust features regarded as robust in some cases. With cropping, these numbers reduce to 9 and 10, respectively. c) Network Visualization: Lastly, we qualitatively evaluate the efficacy of our model at learning robust features, by considering such features as human-interpretable image patterns. We first visualize the adversarial gradients from C nat and C adv in Fig.7 . The result shows that incorporating cropping invariance alone does not yield meaningful adversarial gradients. However, combined with adversarial training, the adversarial gradients become interpretable.
We further investigate network filters from MNIST. Consistent with [25] , the first-layer filters for Madry's model are sparse. In comparison, our model increases the number of non-zero filters from 3 to 22. Considering that these filters serve as denoisers with learned thresholds, more filters would allow richer information to be passed to the next layer of the network. We also compare the second-layer filters from Madry's and our model in Fig.8 . Our model is able to produce more human-interpretable strokes, which may explain its improvement in robustness. IV. RELATED WORK a) Random input transformation: Guo et al. [36] proposed using random transformations to pre-processing the input images to improve model robustness. It was later shown, however, that this approach creates a gradient masking effect and can be broken by robust attacks [17] . Unlike [36] , we consider the transformation as part of our model during the adversarial training process. b) Bag of features: Studies on bag of features (BoF) [39] - [42] proposed the aggregation of clusters of local image features for classification. While our model also takes in multiple inputs as in BoF models, we assume that these images are all content preserving, and do not rely on an aggregation for classification. c) Ensemble adversarial training: Attacks from an ensemble of black-box models have been used to effectively avoid gradient masking in one-step adversarial training [38] . While our model also uses an ensemble of attacks, these attacks are white-box and multi-step. Importantly, these attacks do not cause gradient masking.
V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK a) Limitations: Computational cost: The proposed model requires higher computational cost due to the computation of transformation-invariant attacks. As the effectiveness of the proposed method is positively correlated with the number of transformations (shown experimentally in Tab. III and theoretically in Sec. III-B for image cropping), the success of the method depends on the availability of parallel GPUs for computing attack gradients. Due to this limitation, our experiments on the restricted ImageNet dataset [18] have so far achieved limited success. Specifically, with cropping size 168 and four crops, the proposed model achieves 92.83% and 96.93% for robustness and standard accuracy, which are comparable to 92.75% and 96.83% for Madry's model. We hypothesize that increasing the cropping size and the number of crops will further improve the model robustness. b) Verification: Existing formal verification [43] and certification [44] - [46] methods rely on the linearity of the decision function. Our model aggregates softmax outputs (Eq. (2)), which makes existing tools not directly applicable. It will be necessary to investigate whether the aggregation can be performed before softmax. c) Future work: CV-based transformations: Our analysis suggests that transformations that lead to features with high correlation with labels are desired. Considering that traditional CV-based features such as SIFT [47] and SURF [48] are readily available and designed to align well with human vision, it is reasonable to hypothesize that such filters can help improve model robustness through adversarial training.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated a learning architecture that incorporates input transformations into adversarial training, and showed that the model (1) is more effective at extracting robust features, (2) achieves better empirical robustness than the state of the art on MNIST and CIFAR10, and (3) is more data efficient, by using image cropping as an ensemble of transformations. Importantly, we showed that while constraining the model to be transformation invariant (through data augmentation) does not help improve model robustness, incorporating transformation-invariant attacks in training plays a critical role in achieving this goal. The proposed model is computationally more costly than standard adversarial training. The generalization of the success from cropping to other transformations is currently limited, potentially due to the limited capacities of the tested models.
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